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The Disciplinary Committee investigated the Erste Liga 44 (FTC-Telekom - DVTK Jegesmedvék) where 
in the 12th minutes Brayden Alexander Low (FTC-Telekom) penalized 5+20 minutes for boarding. 
 
IIHF RULE 41 BOARDING 
A boarding penalty shall be imposed on any Player who checks or pushes a defenseless opponent in 
such a manner that causes the opponent to hit or impact the Boards violently or dangerously.  
 
The severity of the penalty, based upon the impact with the Boards, shall be at the discretion of the 
Referee. There is an considerable  amount of judgment involved in the application of this rule by the 
Referees. The duty is on the Player applying the check to ensure their opponent is not in a 
defenseless position and if so, they must avoid or minimize contact.  
 
However, in determining whether such contact could have been avoided, the circumstances of the 
check, including whether the opponent put themself in a vulnerable position immediately prior to 
or simultaneously with the check or whether the check was unavoidable can be considered. This 
balance must be considered by the Referees when applying this rule. 
 
The Referee, at their discretion, may assess a Major Penalty to a Player guilty of “boarding” an 
opponent, and who recklessly endangers the fouled Player in a way that at the discretion of the 
Referee such Player would not be sufficiently sanctioned by imposing a Minor Penalty. 
 
The Committee made the following conclusions: 
 
The DVTK Jegesmedvék player turned in front of his approaching opponent before the collision, but 
the FTC-Telekom player would have had time to correct it, the collision could have been avoided. 
Brayden Alexander Low pushed his opponent from behind towards the boards, carelessly 
endangering his opponent. The player of DVTK Jegesmedvék was injured and didn’t continue the 
game. 
 

The Disciplinary Committee, considering the force of a push, and all the circumstances of 

the case, upholds the penalty imposed by the referees on the ice and does not impose any 

further sanction on the player. 
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